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Wall calendars and cookbooks...

Distinctive Presents for the Holidays and New Year
Wall calendars offer you distinctive
opportunities to communicate a wealth
of information and gain good will in
the process.
Perfect as gifts for individuals, families and businesses, they are widely
used in fundraising campaigns for
churches, schools and charities.

Show Biz
Useful for virtually any business or
professional service application, wall calendars keep your name and advertising
message in front of your customers,
shareholders or the general public for
the whole life of the piece.
They are a perfect place to include
company holidays, tax reporting dates,
special events and meeting times.
Custom-tailored pieces with photos
and artwork of company products or
services—along with ad copy—make
lasting impressions on customers.

Family Fun and Games
Most family wall calendars wind up
in the kitchen. They serve as constant
reminders of everything from Johnny’s
dental appointment and soccer game
to Susie’s softball practice and violin
lesson.

Creative Flexibility
A well-designed and printed calendar offers endless opportunities for doctors, dentists, medical centers, lawyers
and other professionals.
You can do your own design and production of a calendar using personal pictures and/or stock photos and artwork.
For the professional touch, a graphic
designer can create a stylish piece
designed to meet your personal tastes
for color, photos and artwork.

Homemade Versions
Software programs are available for
do-it-yourself calendars.
Conversion of your final layout to a

PDF fits in perfectly with Copresco’s
digital on-demand work flow for black
& white and full-color projects ranging
from a few dozen copies to several
thousand.

your church or favorite charity.
Or you may simply be looking for a
unique birthday or holiday gift for
friends or business associates.

A Full Year or More?

Full color adds vitality and luster to
any publication. Adding a few pages of
color will significantly enhance your
cookbook.

Color Enhancement
Even though a 12-month calendar
may be the norm, you may want to opt
for 13 months or more. Studies show
that many calendar recipients prefer
the ability to note appointments and
events in January or other months of
the following year.
If your business operates on a quarterly basis, a 16-month calendar may
work best for you.

To Gloss or Not
Coated or glossy stocks, typically
used for four-color calendars, have one
annoying drawback for some users—
they’re hard to write on.
Copresco has uncoated sheets that
offer the benefits of glossy stock and
work very well for calendars.
Calendars are usually produced in
four-page saddle stitched signatures.
Plastic coil binding continues to
grow in popularity for calendars.
Plastic coils provide a sturdier and
better-looking binding, yet are quite
economical for shorter runs.

Binding Versatility
Binding options for cookbooks have
come a long way since grandmother’s
day.
Cookbooks that lie flat with open
pages for easy referencing are most popular with today’s cooking enthusiasts.
Copresco’s plastic coil and doubleloop wire fill the bill and are highly
recommended.

Looseleaf Benefits
With looseleaf binding, you can add,
subtract or edit recipe pages with ease.
For example, you could send blank
pages to family members and have them
send back their favorite recipes to be
included in your cookbook.
Ring binders to house your pages are
available in a variety of styles, colors and
materials.

Index Tabs

Cookbooks Make Tasty Gifts
Collecting recipes is nothing new.
Cookbooks date back to early times.
Ancient Greeks and Romans served
exquisite dishes while entertaining
their guests and kept records of their
tantalizing recipes.

Family Fun or Profit
Digital on-demand printing offers
major advantages for the production of
cookbooks, whether you’re planning to
save treasured recipes for the family,
publish for profit or raise funds for

Don’t forget to consider index tab
dividers to help organize your cookbook
and make it more user-friendly.

A No Brainer
There you have it. Calendars and
cookbooks offer “can’t miss” chances
to help you make lasting impressions
with these creative planning tools.
So, when you need help with a printing project, call Copresco. You will find
a special recipe for success.
(630) 690-2000
www.copresco.com

262 Commonwealth Drive
Carol Stream, IL 60188
Address Correction Requested

A shoe company sent two salesmen to
Australia’s outback to open a new market
with the Aborigines. The president of
the company received emails from the
two salesmen on the same day. The first

My wife told me I have to cut down
on hot dogs and beer this fall. She says
I’m getting a ballpark figure.

A doctor gave his patient six months
to live. When he had not paid his bill on
time, he gave him another six months.

¿¿¿
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A recent USA Today poll indicated 3
out of 4 Americans make up 75% of the
population.

My uncle is a serious hunting enthusiast. When he comes home from the supermarket, he has the groceries strapped to
the hood of the car.

¿¿¿
A man and his wife were at the doctor’s
office, expecting their first child. After
everything checked out, the doctor took
a small stamp and stamped the wife’s
stomach with indelible ink. The couple

¿¿¿
Most of us are quick to recognize a
good thing when someone else sees it.

¿¿¿
“You want another day off?” asked the
boss. “I’m anxious to hear your excuse
this time. You’ve already been to your
grandfather’s funeral four times.” The
employee replied, “My grandmother is
getting married again...”

¿¿¿
When I was young, I wanted to save
the world. Now I’d be happy to save $100.
message read, “Sorry, boss — there’s no
opportunity here. The natives don’t
wear shoes!” The second salesman’s
message read, “Boss, there’s great
opportunity here! The natives don’t
wear shoes!”
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¿¿¿
I tried to make my usual weekly
appointment with my psychiatrist, but
she canceled it. She says I’ve just been
going through the emotions.

¿¿¿
The saleswoman watched as a delighted teenager twirled in front of the mirror.
“I adore this dress!” bubbled the girl.
“It’s absolutely perfect! I’ll take it!” She
paused thoughtfully a moment, then
asked, “But in case my mother likes it,
can I bring it back?”
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was curious about what the stamp was
for, so when they got home, the husband
got out his magnifying glass to try to see
what it was. In very tiny letters, the
stamp said, “When you can read this,
come back and see me.”

¿¿¿
I’m reading a book about anti-gravity.
I just can’t put it down.
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